absence of an overt stimulus, baseline interpulse intervals (IPIs) mostly range 200 -450 48 ms and sequential variation is relatively high. Spontaneously, or following the 49 presentation of a novel stimulus, IPIs transiently shorten during the performance of an 50 electromotor "burst" display. We made intracellular whole-cell recordings in vivo from 51 neurons in the lateral nucleus of the torus semicircularis while the fish's dynamic pulsing 52 behavior modified the temporal pattern of stimulation. Stimulation was designed to 53 simulate the spatial patterns of amplitude modulation that occur during the 54 electrolocation of a resistive object. We discovered that toral neurons selectively respond 55 to stimulation during a particular mode of electromotor activity. Two types of temporally 56 INTRODUCTION 66 67 Covariation between the timing of successive sensory stimuli and behavioral 68 context is an integral component of active sensory systems. During prey interception in 69 bats and dolphins, the interval length of sound pulses is inversely related to target 70 distance (Akamatsu et al. 2005; Simmons et al. 1979) . Similarly in pulse-type weakly 71 electric fish, interpulse interval (IPI) greatly shortens when the animal probes novel 72 objects in its environment (Toerring and Moller 1984) . Midbrain neurons that selectively 73 respond to the interval length of communication signals have been described in detail 74 (Carlson 2009 in spectral frequency or duration of the signal (von der Emde 1992). This study is the 80 first to describe the relationship between the temporal structure of active sensing and the 81 response properties of midbrain neurons involved in electrolocation. 82
In Brevimyrus niger, interval length and sequential variation in electromotor 83 activity are highly dependent on the behavioral context and history of stimulation. While 84 resting stationary in the absence of an overt stimulus, a large portion of 'baseline' IPIs are 85 irregular with relatively long gaps of silence (Serrier and Moller 1989) . Spontaneously, 86 or following a brief novel stimulus, the fish will often display a momentary electromotor 87 'burst' of short IPIs that typically lasts 2 -5 seconds (Carlson and Hopkins 2004b; Pluta 88 and Kawasaki 2008). If actively probing objects in the environment, IPIs become highly 89 regular and shorten to a length typical of the peak of a electromotor burst display 90 (Toerring and Moller 1984) . 91
During electrolocation, objects with conductivity different from the surrounding 92 water create a localized change in electric field amplitude (Gomez et al. 2004) . 93
Hindbrain electrosensory neurons encode changes in electric field amplitude by altering 94 their firing rate. Some neurons increase their firing rate during the presence of objects 95 that locally increase electric field amplitude, while other neurons increase their firing rate 96 during the presence of objects that locally decrease electric field amplitude (Goenechea 97 and von der Emde 2004). Hindbrain electrosensory efferents primarily project to neurons 98 of the lateral toral nucleus (midbrain) (Bullock and Heiligenberg 1986; Grant et al. 1996) . 99
Neurons of the lateral toral nucleus increase or decrease their firing rate when their 100 receptive field center is stimulated with a local electrical pulse (Sawtell et al. 2005 ). The 101 lateral toral nucleus has reciprocal connections with the valvula cerebelli and tectum 102 mesencephali (Bullock and Heiligenberg 1986; Carlson 2002) . These connections make 103 it a candidate structure for parsing the effect of temporal variation in electromotor 104 activity on sensory processing. 105
The goal of the present study was to quantitatively test the relationship between 106 the temporal structure of electromotor activity and the responsiveness of neurons in the 107 lateral nucleus of the torus semicircularis. Intracellular whole-cell recordings were made 108 in vivo while the temporal mode of stimulation was freely determined by the fish's 109 dynamic sensing behavior. We discovered two distinct classes of neurons: (1) baseline-110 selective neurons that displayed a significantly higher PSP amplitude and spike count per 111 EOD to stimulation during the baseline mode electromotor activity and (2) (100), potassium chloride (2), magnesium chloride (1), EGTA (5), HEPES (10), 156 potassium hydroxide (20), and mannitol (43). Electrode resistance in physiological saline 157 was 20 -50 MΩ and initial seal resistances were > 1GΩ. Neurons included in the study 158 had a stable resting membrane potential less than -63 mV (including 13 mV liquid 159 junction potential) and displayed spikes with amplitude greater than 15 mV in response to 160 sensory stimulation (see below). Intracellular activity was amplified tenfold on an 161
AxoClamp 2B amplifier (Molecular Devices, Palo Alto, CA) then sent to an A/D 162 converter with a sampling rate of 20 kHz (model AD1, Tuck-Davis Technologies, 163
Gainesville, FL). Membrane potentials were saved onto a computer hard drive using 164 custom-made software written in Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA). 165
The pipette was advanced directly into the lateral nucleus of the torus using a 166 microdrive (Burleigh, Model No. 6000) while it received positive pressure. After 167 reaching the recording location (> 50 µm below surface), the pipette was advanced in 1 168 µm increments while maintaining light positive pressure and passing 0.1 nA square-wave 169 pulses (500 ms) to monitor resistance. Cell contact was indicated by a small increase in 170 the voltage change. Negative pressure was then applied to the pipette to increase the seal 171 resistance to giga-ohm levels. Subsequent to seal formation, negative current was briefly 172 applied to rupture the patch. Usually, gentle bursts of positive air pressure were then 173 applied to reduce the access resistance to < 400 MΩ. There was no electrosensory 174 stimulus while searching for neurons. 175 176 Sensory Stimulation 177 178 Flexadil deactivates the electric organ discharge (EOD); therefore, the fish could 179 no longer generate an electric field. EMN activity, which signals the timing of an EOD, 180 was amplified 10,000 times and sent to a Schmidt Trigger to record timestamps of fictive 181 electromotor activity (1 MHz clock, model ET1, Tucker Davis Technologies, Gainesville, 182 FL). After a neuron was successfully patched, a prerecorded global EOD mimic (G) was 183 triggered at a delay of 3 ms from the first negative peak of each EMN volley. This time 184 delay corresponds to the natural delay in an intact B. niger (unpublished observations). 185
To mimic the geometry of the fish's self-generated electric field, G was delivered through 186 one electrode placed inside the stomach while the other was underneath the posterior end 187 of the tail. The maximum peak-to-peak amplitude of G was set to ~65 mV per cm 188 measured at a distance of 1.5 cm from the fish's torso, to match the natural electric field 189 strength. Throughout the experiment, G was continuously triggered by the EMN unless 190 stated otherwise. 191
To locate each neuron's receptive field, the fish's body surface contralateral to the 192 recording site was stimulated by the addition of a local EOD mimic (L) delivered at the 193 same delay (EMN triggered) as G ( Fig. 1 ). L was applied through a pair of silver wires 194 that was 8 mm apart, oriented perpendicular to the skin surface, and had its nearest During data collection, local EOD amplitude was increased (GL+ session) or 203 decreased (GL-session), relative to G stimulation, for 10 seconds with pauses between 204 sessions longer than 10 seconds. GL+ and GL-sessions were repetitively presented in a 205 random order. Simultaneous recordings of membrane potential and electromotor activity 206 were made for at least 30 seconds of GL+ and GL-stimuli and for 20 seconds with G 207 alone. The total number of stimuli depended upon electromotor rate, which averaged 3 -208 5 pulses per second. 209
The change in local EOD amplitude due to the addition of L was measured 210 transdermally. One pole of a fork recording electrode was inserted underneath the fish's 211 skin at the mid-torso while other pole extended 4 mm perpendicular to the body surface. 212
The amplitude of G stimulation was 148 mV (370 mV/cm). With the local stimulating 213 wires centered on the recording fork electrode, the addition of L caused a ~20% change 214 in peak-to-peak amplitude. To determine the width of EOD modulation, we measured 215 EOD amplitude while the local stimulating wires were horizontally displaced 8.5 mm 216 from the center of the recording electrode. With 8.5 mm displacement, the addition of L 217 caused a ~3% change in peak-to-peak amplitude. 218 219 Data Analysis 220 221 Action potentials were counted by locating positive derivatives in membrane 222 potential > 12 mV/ms after applying a Savitzky-Golay FIR smoothing filter (The 223
Mathworks, Natick, MA). The filter caused a 1 -3 mV reduction in action potential 224 height while practically abolishing the electrosensory stimulus artifact. The minimum 225 time between two action potentials was set to 1.2 ms, to avoid counting the same spike 226 more than once. To analyze PSP amplitude, a median filter with a time constant of 15 ms 227 was applied to the unfiltered membrane potential. PSP amplitude was defined as the 228 difference between the maximum/minimum potential of each sensory-evoked EPSP/IPSP 229 and the mean membrane potential of the entire 10 second trace. Plots of averaged 230 sensory-evoked responses were temporally aligned to the onset of the electrosensory 231 stimulus. To test the relationship between IPI, spike count and PSP amplitude, the 232 response to the first stimulus was discarded because there was no preceding local 233 stimulus. The response to the last stimulus was discarded because the recording often 234 Sequences of pulse intervals could be classified into two stereotypical temporal 245 patterns: "baseline" with long IPIs and "burst" with shorter and more regular IPIs. 98% 246 of IPIs during a 40 minute recording from an intact fish fell within the range of 12 -450 247 ms ( Fig. 2A ). 43% ranged 200 -450 ms and 55% ranged 12 -200 ms (Figure 2A ). 248 15785 IPIs were analyzed to determine a probabilistic boundary between 'baseline' and 249 'burst' modes of electromotor activity. The mean ( x i ) and coefficient of variation (σ i ) of 250 six consecutive IPIs, IPI i to IPI i+6 were calculated for i = 1, 2, … 15785 where IPI I is ith 251 IPI. Figure 2B shows the mean coefficient of variation as a function of the mean length 252 of each six-IPI-sequence. Pulse sequence variation was relatively high when the mean 253 IPI length was 350 -450 ms. From approximately 200 -300 ms IPIs, sequence variation 254 decreased. Interestingly, as mean IPI shortened to 170 ms, a length common to 255 electromotor burst displays, the mean coefficient of variation noticeably began to 256 increase. We chose 200 ms as a parsimonious boundary between 'baseline' and 'burst' 257 activity because of the inflection in sequence variation near this point ( Fig. 2B ). Fig. 5B ). Furthermore, when IPIs shortened to 20 -30 319 ms, membrane potential monotonically decreased (see ↓ in A) towards baseline rather 320 than weakly rising after each stimulus pulse, which occurred at more moderate IPIs (100 321 -200 ms). GL+ stimulation caused the membrane to hyperpolarize after each stimulus. 322
The trough of the averaged baseline IPSP was 2.5 mV lower than the trough of the 323 averaged burst mode IPSP (Fig. 5C, top) . Pre-stimulus membrane potential increased 324 during burst IPIs due to the temporal summation of weak PSPs. Pooled data from 40 325 seconds of GL+ stimulation shows a direct relationship between the magnitude of 326 hyperpolarization and IPI length ( Figure 5C, bottom) . 327
In two neurons, baseline selectivity appeared to be related to the summation of 328 inhibition during electromotor burst displays. Spike count per EOD and PSP amplitude 329 were significantly greater during baseline IPIs (p < 0.01, t > 5.2; Fig. 6A, D) . Notice how 330 spiking was completely suppressed in Figure 6A during stimulus intervals shorter than 80 331 ms. Both neurons were hyperpolarized during electromotor burst displays (Fig. 6B, E) . 332
In one of two neurons (Fig. 6C) , inhibition appeared to summate during burst IPIs but 333 was weak or absent during baseline IPIs. A concomitant depression of excitation may 334 have contributed to the weaker responses during burst displays. In the other neuron ( Fig.  335 6F), a different mechanism may have been employed. The initial, short latency 336 hyperpolarization appeared to align with an additional delayed hyperpolarization during 337 burst IPIs. The temporal segregation of these hyperpolarizations is evident in the 338 neuronal activity (see ↑) of the first few baseline IPIs that occurred after an electromotor 339 burst display. Hyperpolarizing the membrane potential of the neuron in Figure 6C between baseline and burst IPIs (Fig. 9A, B) . A comparison of neuronal activity between 382 GL+ and GL-stimulation (at all IPIs) reveals that spike latency mirrored the temporal 383 dynamics of the early hyperpolarization and delayed excitation ( Fig 9C) . The slope of 384 membrane depolarization was more gradual during GL+ stimulation compared to GL-385 stimulation. Hence, the peak of EPSP amplitude had a longer latency during GL+ 386 stimulation (112 ± 13.1 ms; n = 31) compared to GL-stimulation (63.9 ± 31.3 ms; n = 387 27; Fig. 9C ). In our behavioral analysis, we found no definitive boundary between baseline and 422 burst IPIs. This is expected, considering that most of the variation between the modes is 423 explained by the sequential structure of electromotor activity (Carlson 2002) . To 424 facilitate statistical analysis, we chose 200 ms as a probabilistic cut-off, based on our 425 quantitative and subjective assessments (Fig. 2) . Because B. niger's pulsing behavior 426 extends continuously over a fairly wide range of intervals ( Fig. 2A) , it is likely that 427 neuronal selectivity is optimized for distinguishing more than the two broad behavioral 428 modes defined in this paper. In fact, two neurons validated this expected variation (Fig.  429   10) . inhibitory afferents have similar salience, then stimulus amplitude in the excitatory region 448 would need to be greater than the inhibitory surround (as the case with GL+ stimulation 449 in Figure 4A ) in order to override inhibition and induce spiking. A temporal-dependent 450 shift in the strength of either input has the capability to bias the power of excitation or 451 inhibition and instate a filter. As was the case for most baseline-selective neurons (n = 8), 452 excitation appeared to adapt during electromotor burst displays, thereby suppressing 453 activity during burst IPIs. For burst-selective neurons, inhibition adapted (Fig. 8 , n = 1) 454 or excitation increased ( Fig. 9 , n = 7) during electromotor burst displays, thereby 455 facilitating activity during burst IPIs. Not all temporally selective neurons displayed 456 distinct IPSPs and EPSPs with different temporal profiles. From these results alone, the 457 origin of temporal selectivity is not clear. Network properties involving short-term 458 plasticity in temporally selective connections in other brain regions may be important. 459
Further research comparing the effects of global and local stimulation patterns is needed 460 to definitively illustrate the contribution of receptive field heterogeneity and inhibition to 461 temporal selectivity. 462
In rare cases, inhibitory summation appeared to regulate temporal selectivity (Fig.  463   6 ). Inhibitory summation manifested in two distinct ways: (1) through the accumulation 464 of weak inhibition or (2) by the temporal alignment of early and delayed hyperpolarizing 465 potentials. Despite their apparent differences, both effects resulted in a net 466 hyperpolarization of baseline membrane potential. 467
In two neurons, temporal selectivity was greatest when neuronal activity was 468 depressed during baseline IPIs (Fig. 10 ). Under this stimulus condition (GL+), spiking 469 was prominent in the IPI range of 100 -200 ms but decreased greatly at IPIs > 200 ms 470 and IPIs < 100 ms; therefore, these neurons may be considered band-pass-selective. 471
Given the continuous variation in pulsing behavior, band-pass selectivity is not 472 completely unexpected. Interestingly, this band-pass selectivity only emerged when the 473 stimulus polarity (GL+) caused spike counts to decrease during baseline IPIs. Under a 474 stimulus condition (GL-) where spiking was prevalent during baseline IPIs, neuronal 475 activity within the 100 -200 ms band was equivalent to baseline IPIs > 200 ms. 476
In a related mormyrid electric fish (G. petersii), neurons of the lateral toral 477 nucleus receive an efference copy of each EOD command known as the electric organ 478 corollary discharge (EOCD) (Sawtell et al. 2005 ). In the current study, we found EOCD 479 driven activity in toral neurons that displayed similar properties to those published in G. Emde 1992). Interestingly, IPI regularization, typical of probing displays, increases the 494 sensitivity of primary afferents to EOD amplitude modulation (Sawtell et al. 2006 ). 495
Given this knowledge, it seems logical to speculate that most central neurons involved in 496 electrolocation would be specialized for encoding stimuli at short, regularized intervals. 497
However, we found that many neurons had their activity depressed during electromotor 498 burst displays. 499
What advantage might be gained from having subsets of neurons differentially 500 excited between modal patterns of sensing? On the surface, it seems illogical for a 501 neuron involved in active electrolocation to become inactive during probing bursts of 502 object recognition. However, in the natural world, the position of an object-stimulus 503 relative to the electroreceptor array is rarely static. While mormyrids actively probe 504 objects, they often swim around its perimeter (Toerring and Moller 1984; von der Emde 505 1992). Baseline-selective neurons are responsive to the first stimulus in a series of burst 506 IPIs. Therefore, during probing motor acts, baseline-selective neurons could be 507 specialized for encoding the time an object eclipses their receptive field. Spike time 508 comparisons among baseline-selective neurons at different locations in the electrosensory 509 map could then be useful for determining the direction of an object's movement. As such, 510 baseline-selective neurons could project to neurons in the optic tectum that are selective 511 to object motion (Bastian 1982) . Alternatively, baseline-selective neurons could simply 512 help regulate the initiation of electromotor burst displays by influencing the activity of 513 the pre-command nucleus (Carlson and Hopkins 2004a) . 514
Regardless of its ultimate function, temporal selectivity has been demonstrated as 515 an integral feature of midbrain sensory processing. The auditory system has proven to be 516 an excellent model for investigating the excitatory and inhibitory interactions that shape 517 
